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STAFF
Dear Reader,

We are pleased to present the fourteenth volume of Lux, which captures a glimpse of 
the immense talent of ASU’s undergraduate community. This year, we received over 
two-hundred submissions and a staggering amount of enthusiasm from our wonderful 
supporters across all campuses. It is your interest in Lux that inspires our dedication 
for artistic expression and fuels our desire to make this magazine a vessel for students 
to send their work out into the world.

In addition to this volume, the fourteenth year of Lux has brought a number of 
achievements and milestones. Our vision for this year was to foster interest in the 
magazine across all campuses, beyond Tempe. We wanted to increase engagement, 
promote inclusivity, and build awareness of our organization. To maintain the 
tradition of Lux, we hosted our seventh annual Coffee Night at the Secret Garden, 
and we were overwhelmed with the turn-out to support this showcase of the 
performative talent of ASU’s poets and musicians. We continued an eight year 
partnership with Blue Door Studios, which continues to graciously welcome our 
student musicians. We pushed boundaries, expanding ourselves to include events like 
watercolor parties, fiction submission workshops, poetry evenings, film screenings, 
open-mic nights, and an art showcase. We also initiated our first book drive to benefit 
a local charter school. Through all this, we are overjoyed to witness the student 
population’s  positive response to our efforts. 

We would like to express our sincerest gratitude to the dedicated Lux staff, ASU and 
Barrett faculty, generous donors, friends, peers, and the talented contributors who 
have helped make Lux successful this year. We hope that you will enjoy reading this 
volume, as we have enjoyed bringing it to life for you. It has been an honor to have 
such passion and originality entrusted with us, and we present it to you in the hopes 
that you will find beauty and inspiration within these pages, as we have. 
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// Shelby Fuller //

I can describe you in one feeling:
When it is summertime and the nights stretch so long that it’s almost like living three days 
in one, and even when the sun does sink beyond the horizon, the air is still sticky and warm, 
and there is nowhere to be but in a moment stretched as long as the day and a feeling of 

contentment spreads from the toes all the way up to the cheeks, happiness so unchecked and 
unexplainable that all a person could do would be to sit there and feel completely whole.

That is you.
How I still remember the day when you came into my life, that early autumn afternoon 

when I was still becoming a real person, teetering on the fragile balance of adolescence and 
adulthood. 2004, the year that I turned sixteen and learned how to drive and subsequently 
learned how to leave, and the year that seventeen-year-old you moved to town. 

We met like this:
You sit next to me in Physics and tell me that you like my shoes and ask me what they 

mean. I ask you what you mean. They’re covered in writing, you say, not unkindly, and so I 
say, Oh, yeah, well I like to write and sometimes I run out of paper and these shoes were ugly 
anyway.

You don’t think this is weird. In fact, you smile at me in the way that I’ve only ever seen 
you smile, with your teeth bared, all straight except for that left incisor that is tilted slightly to 
the left, as if it was an afterthought, but from that moment on, it should be noted that you never 
became an afterthought to me.

This is you:
A whole, complete thought that fills every crevice of my mind and sometimes even seeps 

from the cerebral cortex into the bloodstream itself. Your love wears on me as the faint, bluish 
veins that run like currents underneath my skin.

You are the thing caught between my teeth.
You are the taste of salt and citrus.
You are the beginning, but I never thought you would ever be the end.
Now, we are thirty and thirty-one years respectively, and so tired. We’ve been married for 

twelve years as high school sweethearts who were so blindly in love that we didn’t want to wait 
until circumstances were better. So instead, every night I would curl around you like a question 
mark on our tiny Murphy bed and pray to God that we would be able to figure it out.

We were only twenty when our first daughter was born. She was the glass-spun version 
of the two of us, with your nose and my reflective eyes. I never knew something so beautiful 
and so little could scream so loudly. Even still, her scream would resonate throughout our tiny 
apartment at two in the morning and never fail to surprise me. I loved you so much back then, 

A Stranger in the 
Form of You
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when I would catch you staring at her in the way that a blind man would have had he been 
allowed to see for the first time.

At twenty-six, our son was born, a surprise and your carbon copy. Who knew a heart could 
grow to accommodate a third so quickly and completely? Money was tighter than ever, but 
when we would collapse into bed at the end of the night, sometimes 10:00 p.m and sometimes 
1:30 a.m, we were exhausted but giddy with happiness. And this time I didn’t curl around you 
like a question mark, but like a parenthesis, containing your soul between my arms and praying 
to God that this time nothing would change at all.

Now:
I wake up at 6:30 in the morning. You are still snoring gently beside me. I stare at you for 

a long while as the almost translucent sun begins to show beyond our blinds. It illuminates just 
enough the features I have already memorized. But even still, I feel like I’m looking at a stranger. 
Since when did you let your stubble pepper down your neck like that? Had that tiny starburst 
of a scar always been so obvious against the faint line of your upper lip? Afraid, I quietly slip 
out of bed and leave the impression of the man I love laying underneath the covers. I leave and 
pretend not to notice that you grab for me in your sleep.

Your fist curls around the empty sheets that are still warm.
As I walk toward our kitchen, I check in on the kids. Our daughter, now ten, has her door 

painted with hundreds of different flowers. We let her do it last summer, knowing we could 
paint over it if we ever moved, and she always had been 
good with anything relating to art. I remember how her 
forehead creased as she painted miniscule sunflowers 
beside oversized daisies. Her hair was twisted into two 
haphazard braids, and when she would finish a row of 
flowers, she would lead her baby brother over to the 
door and show him. One session, he put his chubby 
little hand right in a line of fresh paint. I expected her 
to scream, but instead she laughed and said, “Look, now 
you turned this into a whole new kind of flower,” and 
showed him the way that colors had bled together to 
make something beautiful.

I open her door. She is sleeping on top of the blankets, an open book lying by her head. I 
watch her chest rise and fall, and think about how you and I came together to create the life that 
breathes through her body. I close the door quietly, and move on to my son’s room. If his sister 
is a tornado of life, then he is a gentle rainstorm. He never cried much as a baby, and smiles at 
almost everything. I open his door and everything is bathed in that weak sunlight, and I look 
at his flushed cheeks and tiny curled fists and again make sure his chest rises and falls with a 
constant rhythm.

The kitchen is quiet, and my favorite room in the house. It is still as yellow as the day that 
we moved in, and I remember thinking I would hate the yellow walls and the white countertops, 
but now the familiarity makes me breathe freely.

I’m on my first cup of coffee when you shuffle into the kitchen. My throat tightens as I 
take in the sight of you, your wild mess of auburn hair that always sticks up in the front after 
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you sleep, your dark eyes that refuse to properly open until a hot shower. You are the same, but 
different to me.

“Morning,” you say.
“Good morning,” I reply. I want to cry at how formal I sound.
I remember the days where I would be sitting in the kitchen at five in the morning, having 

just coaxed a screaming baby back to a small nap, and working on some copyedit work I did to 
bring in extra income while I stayed at home. You would come into the kitchen as you had today, 
all rumpled from sleep, and come up behind me to kiss my neck and tell me how beautiful I 
looked. Back then, I would believe anything you said.

We’d been fighting more and more in the last year. About money, about time, about 
whether or not to put our son in a preschool program, and then which program, and interfering 
times with our daughter’s art show, and then about how you left the oven on when you left for 
work and how I was never able to remember when we ran out of cereal and you wanted a bowl. 
The kids didn’t notice, or I choose to believe they didn’t, but how couldn’t they with the way 
your voice fell an octave when you were angry, or how sometimes I would cry so loudly in the 
shower that you would turn the television on?

Last night’s fight had been one of the worst. You forgot to pick our daughter up from 
her after school program, which I usually did, but couldn’t because our son had a doctor’s 
appointment to check up on the ear infection he had been recovering from. The program teacher 
called me as I was stopping at McDonald’s to get an ice cream for our son for being extra brave 
at the doctor, and I swear that for a moment, my anger filled every available space in my body. I 
told them I’d be right there, bought an extra ice cream cone, and sped toward the school.

If you could only see her face, you’d understand why I was so angry. She was the last kid 
sitting there. Even from the car, I could see she had red paint in the tips of her hair. She looked 
so disturbingly like you in that moment.

We had fought for so long last night, our voices became hoarse. How could you forget 
her? I had yelled at you. She was all alone, the last kid there, don’t you know how that feels?

No, you had said, deadly quiet. But I bet you do.
Then suddenly, with those words, I am five years old again, the last kid at school, because 

my dad was working and my mother was at home, too drunk to come and get me. Mrs. Cheshire 
from down the street had to come bring me home. I stayed at her house until eight o’clock when 
my father got off work. On the car ride home, he wouldn’t speak to me, too tired to say anything 
at all. This happened up until I was eleven, and old enough to decide to walk home.

I thought that had been it. You tried to apologize, but I didn’t want to listen, so instead I 
left to go sit inside the empty room we had if guests ever came over. It was incredibly clean in 
there, neat to the point of being suffocating. I sat on the floor and cried until my eyes were too 
puffy to see.

That is why I was surprised to wake up with you beside me this morning. You had left the 
house and I took some sleeping pills, made sure the kids were sleeping, and then curled up in 
bed, defeated. For once, I didn’t care whether you came home or not.

“How are you?” you ask, and turn toward our Keurig to make a cup of coffee. Without 
looking, I know you will add creamer until the coffee turns the color of the pale lilies on our 
daughter’s bedroom door.
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“Fine, thank you,” I say, and turn to sit at the kitchen table where my laptop is, and hope 
you don’t say anything else to me, because I can already feel my eyes burning with unshed tears.

I can almost hear you pause. For a moment, I can’t hear anything except the whirl of the 
Keurig spilling coffee into your mug.

“I’m sorry,” your voice is so quiet. Did I imagine it? But I turn, and you’re staring at me, 
looking like you’re seventeen again and too young to understand the way the world works.

“Okay.”
You stare at me some more, and then turn to leave the room.
I cry until the sun fills every inch of that yellow room.

***
We don’t talk for four more days. The house becomes a haunted battleground for me. 

I think I’m okay, all alone in the house while you’re at work and the kids are at school, but 
then I’ll see the tiny crack in the tile from when you dropped a dumbbell when we were going 
through our fitness phase; how we laughed about that, so long and so hard that my stomach 
cramped and we stopped working out and kissed instead like we did when we were first married.

So I moved into the laundry room, to do some work while I ran loads of laundry, but 
then the steady thump, thump, thump of the laundry reminded me of that month we spent in the 
Upper East side of New York. We would always go down and feed our quarters to the machine 
and read snippets out of the newspaper to each other while our pants and sweaters whirled 
around the old machines. You would feed me gummy worms out of a crumpled package in the 
stitched pocket of your jean jacket. Instead of college right after high school, we’d decided to 
travel, living on a shoestring budget until we ran out of money.

Nowhere in the house is safe from you. You blanket my life like lingering fog. I feel like 
I am suffocating, so I go outside to read beside the garden that has been dead for many months 
now. We’d started the project together, wanting to grow our own vegetables, but I had left to 
visit my sister for two weeks, and you had let all the plants die in my absence. You claimed it 
was due to the lack of a green thumb, but the watering can was still full and in the same spot 
as the day I had left. I was so sad to see all those beautiful plants start to wilt into nothingness, 
and I remember how bad you felt. Now, the empty rows of dirt reminded me of all the things 
we had left unfinished.

Today:
The garden is different. I sit in the patio chair and stare for a long while at the ground. My 

book falls to the floor, forgotten. The furrows are raised, the earth turned and freshly tossed, dark 
and healthy against the rest of the dead winter lawn. I lean down and press a finger into the soil. 
It is damp. When I press further down, I start to feel the hard edges of seeds.

I know that the kids didn’t do this. I look back toward the house, quiet and empty, and 
wonder if you did this after I went to sleep. I try to picture you in your plaid pajama pants and 
Pennsylvania State University sweater, digging into the frozen earth and attempting to breathe 
life into this forgotten garden.

I go inside after that, and tell myself it was because a chill had started to set in. We were 
expected to have a cold front this weekend, and had promised the kids a movie marathon and 
hot chocolate, and I wondered how it would feel to sit so closely next to you when it felt like 
we were currently miles apart.
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I text you this:
Me: Did you plant something in the garden?
You: Yeah, some garlic and carrots. I thought it was time to bring the garden back to life.
I wonder what made you do this. Besides formalities and basic parental conversations, we 

hadn’t spoke much since our big fight. Sometimes I passed you in the hallway and wanted to 
push you against the wall, and scream and fight and beg and cry and kiss until we melt back into 
one person, like it’s always been. At night, you still grab me in your sleep and pull me closer. It 
wakes me from a dead sleep and I feel paralyzed.

You breathe deeply in your sleep, sigh, and keep on sleeping with your lips pressed 
against my shoulder, as you always did.

***
I can now describe the way I feel about you like this:
My mother used to tell me on her good days about my grandfather, who was a sailor in the 

Royal Navy. He would write my grandmother the longest letters while at sea, pages and pages of 
tiny cramped script. All these letters would be mailed to her tiny town of Loulth when the ship 
would dock for a few days. His entire heart was in these letters. She never wrote him back and 
he thought this was because she never knew where he’d land next. When he came home to her, 
three years later, she was then nineteen and a different person as the woman he left when he had 
enlisted, and she’d never known what to write him back.

I never wanted to fall into this with you. Marrying so young, I thought I already knew 
everything about you. But last night, I saw you doodling on the corner of our daughter’s 
homework as you helped her with her math. When you went to the other room, I looked and 
it was a sketch of a beautifully detailed eye, staring solemnly back out at me. I recognized the 
pattern of freckles, three dots in a perfect straight line underneath the curve of the eyelash:
You had drawn me, the same eyes you had looked into for years.

I never knew you could draw so well. It made sense our daughter had inherited her artistic 
abilities from one of us. But how, in all the years that I’d loved you, I never knew you could 
draw so well?

My stranger husband. The one who had traced his fingers up and down my spine, who 
knew every curve and blemish on my body better than I knew it myself. I want to love you again 
in the way I did when we were young and cramped on that murphy bed, back when I didn’t know 
where my body began and yours ended.

Two weeks after our big fight:
You give me another chance. I wake up suddenly, as though jerked to consciousness by an 

invisible force. I am dazed for a moment. The sun isn’t even a thought to the dark sky. My phone 
says it is 5:34 a.m. I reach out for you, but the bed is empty. Suddenly, my heart constricts. The 
hairs on the back of my neck raise, and a cold sweat covers my skin. I think, this is it. You’ve 
left me, the bed is empty, and I am alone.

I nearly trip over myself trying to get out of bed. I throw the door open, and none of the 
hall lights are on. Tears are fighting their way up my throat, blurring my vision, because I am 
certain that you’ve left in the dead of the night and you’re not coming back, please God, I pray, 
let you come back.

I don’t care if you’re a stranger, or if we never speak again. I think that if I can’t wake up 
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next to you, the world might stop spinning. I think that all the best feelings in the world—the 
smell of a new car, the feeling in your stomach as you rise in an airplane, the smell of the ocean 
on any given day—all of these feelings originated from you.

In the kitchen, I am brought to an abrupt halt. The lights are on, but dimmed considerably. 
You are asleep at the kitchen table. There are two mugs of coffee beside our Keurig, which is on 
and blinking blue, waiting to be pressed to make a fresh cup of coffee. I walk over to you slowly. 
Fear still grips me in an alarming way, like the time that I saw our son disappear over the edge 
of the slide and not come back around. I sprinted over to the slide and it turns out he was sitting 
safely at the base of it, distracted by the sand that was spilling through his tiny fingers.

Now is like that. I touch your back lightly. You are breathing gently, in and out, the 
steadiest rhythm I could hope to hear. Your head is rested on your arms, and with your left hand 
poking out, I can see the dirt beneath your nails.

I grab a blanket from the couch and head outside. Ever since we had been hit with that 
cold front, the temperature had dipped lower and lower. Yesterday, I had actually scraped frost 
off my windshield as I got ready to take the kids to school. I walk over to the garden I have not 
looked at since the day I had sent you that text, and bend down.

Sprouting from the freshly wet dirt are the lush green tops of carrots. The rows are neatly 
lined, all of the budding vegetables healthy. They are so green. You have been doing this in the 
middle of the night for weeks.

I walk back inside slowly. Inside, the change from cold to warm washes over me, filling 
me with a sense of newness. I walk over to the Keurig and press the blinking button, so it will 
fill both mugs with coffee.

And then, I walk back over to you. I shake you awake, gently. After a moment, your eyes 
blink open, and stare up at me, still narrowed from sleep, slightly dazed to have me so close after 
so many months of distance.

Right now, in this moment, I feel this:
The feeling of your teeth against the skin of my neck and your hands gripping me so 

tight that I’m certain I am the only thing anchoring you to this planet. The feeling of laying 
in the hospital bed holding our baby girl for the first time, her little fists waving in the air, as 
you cry beside me and say, “You two are so perfect.” The feeling of driving down the Pacific 
Coast Highway in your uncle’s borrowed cherry red Ford, all the windows down and the wind 
whipping through my hair, as you shout the lyrics to every song that you love. The feeling that 
restarts my heart every time you walk into a room, even in those months we were strangers. The 
feeling of my cheek against your chest as we sway together in the steam of that tiny shower in 
our first ever apartment. The feeling of you.

I tell you, “I want to start again.”
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Okay, I’ll tell you a story, just please lie back down.
What shall it be? Something about us? I could remind you of how pitiful a boyfriend 
you were in high school. And then there’s that time you stalled your dad’s Jeep in front 

of oncoming traffic and almost got me killed. And you still stubbornly insist you know how to 
drive stick.
 Nah, I’m not here to torture you. How about this one: Do you remember when the world 
almost ended? Not that 2012 fiasco, the real one, where even the scientists were scared. They 
came forward, clipboards in shaky hands and told us what they’d found. I remember they had 
it on every channel—I flipped through them. Even Nickelodeon. And then the really weird shit 
started to happen.
 The politicians vanished from the public eye, save for a few who remained, more 
as soothsayers than policymakers. Workdays tapered into nothingness, smog cleared as 
manufacturing and oil drilling stopped and commutes thinned out, schools let out into an eternal 
summer, entire wars ceased, soldiers throwing down rifles in plumes of dust and fiberglass and 
marching home, their superiors, even the Fascists, unable to voice their reproach.
 My mother called to tell me about the most peculiar thing that happened to her. She went 
down to the supermarket to get some half-and-half, and the cashier, a sandy haired teenager 
wringing his apron, told her to just take it. After a while, he was gone, exchanged for a help-
yourself notice scotch-taped to the automatic doors.
 Nathan, my cousin from New York, sent me a picture of the stock exchange completely 
empty on a weekday afternoon. The desks (Do they call them desks? The circle-y things, you 
know what I mean) were all vacant, the displays dark, and you could do cartwheels through the 
maze without bumping into anyone or getting a lecture from security.
 I guess nothing short of a mass cataclysm can spur everyone to sort their shit out and get 
their priorities straight.
 For most people, what became important was loved ones. That’s not to say they all went 
home for an extended Thanksgiving. For some, family was something toxic, something to flee. 
Spending time with loved ones could mean two or three lovers in an apartment, sitting around 
a candle-laden coffee table, or a group of friends potlucking and playing naughty card games. 
A gal from my support group actually got hitched. Her ex was a grade-A asshole from what I 
could tell. He’d always call and text the crap out of her whenever she wasn’t with him, and the 
constant buzz buzz from her pocket would burrow into my skull if I sat too close to her. At any 
rate, she walked out on him when the end was nigh, looked up the dude she was really pining 
for, and showed up on his doorstep. Good for them. 
 Some people poured themselves into volunteering, housing the homeless, feeding the 

A Story from the 
End of the Line

// Selina Chevalier //
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hungry, keeping the power grids running, ferrying people to long-distance relatives, or rendering 
aid to countries where bombs rained only a few weeks before.
 For some, it was too late to learn what to value. These people sat alone or ate lead inside 
their opulent mansions, marble floors with nobody to polish them reflecting the deafening 
silence of affluence. Yes, I know that’s sad, but what did you expect? Not everyone gets a happy 
ending. Parents strapped their kids into back-seats and sank their minivans in lakes. People 
climbed onto rooftops and tried to fly.
 Alright, I’ll get back to the happier part. There was barely any looting, okay? For a moment 
in time, we ended hunger and homelessness and war. When the fateful day came, everyone had 
a place to go.
 Except me I guess. Sometimes it feels like you’re the only thing keeping me from 
withdrawing completely. When the big day came round, you knocked on my door around nine 
in the morning, and I answered in pajama pants, hair unruly because I was determined to sleep 
through it. You’re always saying I’d sleep through my own funeral.
 You suggested we go to the beach, and I thought you’d completely lost it. I reminded you 
the beach was three hundred miles from us.
 “Don’t you see? There are no cops! We can go ninety the whole way!”
 I indulged you, inviting you in while I packed us some snacks and drinks and searched for 
my bathing suit, which you didn’t think was necessary. “Bare your cheeks for all I care,” you 
said.
 And you were right. The roads were deserted, no abandoned cars like you see in disaster 
or zombie flicks. We made record time and spent the day laughing and playing with a beach all 
to ourselves, skipping and lounging on French vanilla sands, the cool Pacific spray misting my 
cheek.
        How does it end? It didn’t, at least not that day. Nothing happened. Everyone was really 
confused. But they went back to work, to school, to war, to injecting benzene into the ground 
all the same.
        But you and I know the truth about what happened that day because while everyone else 
huddled, heads down in their living rooms, we alone looked up at the sky.
        The bloody thing missed us, barely skirted us by, and that’s the only reason it’s all still here.
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T he barista was perfect. The man with no shadow had been to eight coffee shops this 
week hunting perfection. Now, walking into this cozy cafe, hipster enough to be chic but 
not pretentious, scattered with plush chairs, glowing laptop screens, and discarded straw 

wrappers, he’d found her. Her crooked smile, her proudly haphazard bun, her eyes dancing 
between blue and green–she was perfection. He sat there for hours, nibbling pastries, sipping 
coffee and then tea and then water, until her shift ended and he followed her out the door.
 Her shadow dragged behind her in the afternoon sun. His did nothing because it did not 
exist. He followed her to a perfectly ordinary yellow bug, sarcastic bumper stickers proclaiming 
her college-feminist vibes while desperately signaling that she was fun at parties. When the time 
came, her last moments were a sad plagiarism of a cheesy horror.
 She fumbled in her purse, digging for keys that must’ve fallen into an alternate dimension 
because they certainly weren’t in this reality anymore. Slow, silent steps brought him to her, and 
when she turned to identify the looming figure, he reached out and grasped her arm. Sadly, she 
never managed a B-movie scream, because she wasn’t there anymore. The man with no shadow 
placed something in his pocket and walked away, leaving nothing but a tiny leather purse spilled 
on the ground, keys shining on the asphalt.
 His next stop was a towering office building, windows 
like gleaming mirrors, employees watching the world unseen. 
Through many months and countless falsified documents, he’d 
secured an appointment with the CEO. Strolling into the lobby, 
he flashed fake IDs and smiles at every bureaucrat in his way 
until he was in the elevator, ascending to the penthouse. The 
office was large, impressive, wood paneling everywhere, framed 
photos everywhere else. The man was equally formidable. A decade battling peers to usurp the 
throne had whittled him down to a streamlined weapon, armed with pearly whites and a strong 
golf swing. His smile melted a heart faster than his eyes could freeze it. He was perfect. Then, 
reaching out for a firm handshake, he was gone. The man with no shadow placed something in 
his pocket, and then returned to the elevator, descending back to the inescapable mortal coil.
 The next acquisition was a surprise, blindsiding the man with no shadow as he arrived at 
the grocery store. Traversing the canned vegetable aisle, he passed a woman pushing a cart. Her 
hair straggled from a limp scrunchie, lipstick and eyes faded, but she cooed like a dove to her 
small child, her bizarre sound effects orchestrating a symphony of giggles. She was perfect. He 
hadn’t had time to prepare, to study, but he couldn’t miss this chance. Perhaps she didn’t live 
nearby. Maybe she had tried a new store for the first time and would decide she preferred the 
produce section at the store closer to home and she’d never come back. He had to act now.
 Turning, he approached her. The child squealed in excitement, but the mother didn’t 
have a chance to locate the disturbance before his hand was on her shoulder. And then, placing 

Perfect Little
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something in his pocket, the man with no shadow continued to the checkout, leaving the small 
child sitting in the cart, surrounded by cans of vegetables, giggling away.
 The man with no shadow didn’t like to carry this much at once. His pockets were getting 
heavy, but he only had one more stop, so he might as well finish his work for the day. A part of 
him saw the woman at the grocery store as a good omen, an extra bit of good fortune. But a part 
of him wondered if it was the opposite. He hurried on to his destination, afraid he wouldn’t find 
the perfection he’d been hunting for so long.
 She was there. Every Friday morning, she came to the playground with her mother so she 
could run around screaming with other children. Then, when they all left, she would sit in the 
grass and converse with imaginary friends, offering invisible tea and politely brushing crumbs 
off their intangible fur. She would be a challenge, of course. Parents were attentive, suspicious, 
paranoid even. But the mother would slip. They always did.
 His chance came when a child fell off the monkey bars. The cries of a wounded creature 
lured responsible adults like flies and the mother stepped forward to see if she could assist or at 
least get a better look. Meanwhile, the man with no shadow approached the girl.
 She glanced up at him with a smile and offered him tea. He graciously accepted, then 
offered his hand to shake. Instilled with good manners by conscientious parents, she stood and 
gave him an exuberant high five. By the time the sound faded, she was gone, and the man with 
no shadow was lost in the trees, stuffing something into his heavy pockets.
 Done for the day, he headed home. Like him, his house had no shadow, and like his 
shadow, his house did not exist. But no one had noticed and his neighbors hadn’t complained, 
so there it sat, stubbornly ignorant of its existential status—or lack thereof. He parked his 
nondescript vehicle outside and entered his cookie-cutter home. Furniture was strewn about in 
a still-life portrait of an Ikea showroom. It didn’t matter. He never noticed it anyway. The door 
to the stairs was the same color as the walls, though it was more like an absence of color really, 
a beige so neutral it hid from the eyes. Making his way down rhythmically creaky stairs, he 
entered his workshop.
 The basement was large. Larger than would be expected considering the size of the house 
above it, but if his house didn’t have to obey reality, it certainly didn’t have to pay attention to 
zoning policies. Tables took up most of the center of the room, arranged at odd angles to allow 
space between and around them. Buildings sat atop the tables, tiny and utterly exact. Perfect 
little windows, perfect little doors, but no perfect little roofs. Nothing had a roof. Perfect little 
cars whizzed by on perfect little streets, with perfect little cops sounding perfect little sirens as 
they gave chase. The man with no shadow wandered the tables, searching for the right location.
 There, on this table, was a dainty street corner, a coffee shop beside a natural foods store, 
a few blocks from a movie theater. Reaching into his pocket, he took something out and placed it 
behind the counter of the tiny coffee shop. He watched the perfect barista go about her business, 
unaware of any reality-shattering changes in her life as she poured coffee for tiny customers. 
Customers were easy. He didn’t bother researching extras, just snatched them when they took 
his fancy. Some found places in other buildings, but some simply lived in the stores, forever 
ordering coffee, finishing it, and then ordering more.
 Next he found a place for the CEO. That one he put at the top of a tiny skyscraper. The 
CEO immediately got in the elevator and headed down to a meeting. The man with no shadow 
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watched him giving a speech to the other board members, pointing at tiny graphs on a tiny 
slideshow. A quiet pattering of applause drifted out the window.
 He knew exactly where to place the child. A playground in a lovely neighborhood, 
swarming with children, echoing with faint shouts of delight. He placed her in the sand and she 
instantly joined a game of tag, running around in circles with the rest of the pack.
 The mother was the most difficult. She had been a surprise, so he hadn’t had a chance to 
plan her relocation. Wandering, he searched for a gap. Where was a solid, dependable, loving 
woman needed? Finally, he found it. A tiny house in a tiny suburb where a single, lonely father 
took care of his adorable, precocious son. The man with no shadow placed the woman from the 
grocery store down the street, as though she were taking a walk. As she approached the yard 
where the boy played in the grass, the father failed to notice her. The man with no shadow took 
the father between two fingers and gently moved him into her jogging path. He sidestepped 
and she apologized and they laughed and the boy smiled. The man with no shadow smiled and 
clapped his hands together. Another day’s work done.
 With one last glance at the sea of tables, seeming to stretch further back than his basement 
had any right to stretch, the man with no shadow went back up the stairs. He entered his office 
and sat at his desk. Picking up a folder, he opened it, crossed off four items, and placed it in a 
drawer. Then he selected another folder. This one had three items that read: “A butcher, a baker, 
and a candlestick maker.” Under that was a comment. “First two located, will acquire. Third is 
difficult. Does function still exist? Factory worker? Yankee Candle employee?”
 The man with no shadow cracked open his laptop and began to work. The next hunt for 
perfection had begun.
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They don’t take care of the ventilation at Winn-Dixie. Or at least, they don’t take care 
of the ventilation in this Winn-Dixie. The diary aisle smells like rot and rusty batteries. 
This perception is encouraged by the fact that Amelia’s shopping cart is rusted, greasy 

flecks sticking to her palms.
 She hates it, and she hates it here, but she grips the cart tightly anyway. She needs it for 
support, like an old woman with a walker. She was out late last night with the girls from the 
community college sorority (an oxymoron), whom she also hates, but who ask her to come with 
because they like having a graduate in the group. All they do is drink. They think that’s what a 
party is. They can’t have fun unless they’re too inebriated to remember it. Amelia thinks maybe 
they’re onto something, or at least they’re onto her, because there’s got to be some reason she 
keeps coming along. 
 There’s also got to be some reason she keeps coming back to campus in the first place. 
Amelia graduated two years ago, and the moment she did it was like time froze. House, job, 
degree, stable income, and nothing to show for it. Florida, which as a child she thought was fish-
hook-shaped, has finally stabbed her in the lips and reeled her into the boat. She will die here, 
rusting like the shopping carts. Someday. Maybe soon, but probably not.
 She considers herself lucky. For one thing, most people in her position have monotonous 
desk jobs or—worse yet—have to actually talk to people, baggage clerks and Macy’s cashiers 
trapped in particle board prisons. She works at a library. In the back. She’s the one who takes 
all the new books off the truck and covers them in cellophane, sticking the inner covers with 
adhesive like she’s stamping a letter, and laying the outer covers with identifying stickers, three 
to a book. Actually, she hates libraries, because she hates the idea of caging a book like that. 
It’s reprehensible, to muck up a shiny new cover with plastic and forcibly crack the spines like 
chicken bones. She’s an archeologist who digs up the still-living and kills them for display. But 
it’s better than baggage clerk. 
 She’s also lucky because she’s in a relationship with a man who loves her. Nevermind that 
he lives over a thousand miles away in another state and she only gets to see him once a year. 
She knows others have it a lot worse. She’s not the only one in an online relationship, and a lot 
of the time they end in tragedy, before they ever even get to meet each other. She’s lucky she 
gets to see him at all. And during Christmas, no less, when it’s impossible to not be in love. 
 Christmas time has a certain atmosphere to it. He is part of that atmosphere.
 At least, he is now. He’s been visiting for three years at this point, once a year each 
year. When he’s around, she goes into that dopey dreamlike state of “true love”—or maybe she 
dreams when it isn’t happening. Maybe he’s always here; the parts where he isn’t here being her 
own personal coma, novocaine directly to the nerve endings. A nova of novocaine for her coma, 

The Produce 
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a novacoma, supernovacoma. She didn’t take a lot of science classes in college.
 Her elbow knocks a shelf and a box of breadcrumbs falls into the front of the cart. She 
doesn’t bother removing them. She could make breaded chicken. Or garnish a salad. Just like the 
girls in the sorority, the Winn-Dixie grocery store, and the state of Florida, Amelia hates cooking. 
 Her phone buzzes, and she pauses the cart with her foot to check. It’s a text from Mack, 
The Man Who Loves Her Who Lives In Michigan.
 I miss you, it says.
 Christmas was eight weeks ago. She measures her time by Saturdays, which is when the 
sorority girls come by. Eight weeks ago was the last time Mack touched her. She replies, Me too.
 She looks up from her phone. She’s crossed into the produce section, the wide field of 
metal vegetable islands, the only place in a grocery store where a person can be objectively free. 
She wonders what the hell that’s supposed to mean as she pushes the cart forward to inspect a 
cucumber.
 “We have a sale,” a voice says, “on strawberries.”
 She looks up. It’s a worker stuck in the sliver state between teen and adult—that is, her 
age. He’s covered in freckles and out of place in the bright red apron. “I’m sorry,” she says.
 His posture withers. “Me too. The soccer moms buy them in bulk. But if they find a single 
rotten one, they always want a full refund.”
 Amelia has never worked retail, but she knows enough about it to know that sales are 
never a good thing. Strawberries, shoes, jackets, bandages—never a good thing. Mack works 
retail, at a Walgreens in Michigan. Amelia has never been to Michigan, and everything she 
knows about it comes from Mack. Mack is Michigan. His full name is Mackai. His mom is also 
a soccer mom. 
 “Are the cucumbers good?” she asks, looking down at them. 
 “We got them two weeks ago.”
 “So, no.”
 “Not really.”
 Her phone buzzes again. She looks up at the almost-adult wearing the Winn-Dixie apron 
because he works here, even though he clearly doesn’t belong here. “I’m worried that if I stay 
here long enough, I’m going to buy a cucumber,” she says, “and make a salad.”
 He hesitates, in search of the right answer. “Is that bad?”
 “Possibly,” she says. She looks down. “Probably.” She looks up at him again. “I’ve been 
trying to eat healthier lately, but I don’t like it.”
 “The cucumbers aren’t very good,” he reminds her.
 She nods. She starts to push the cart forward again. As she does, she takes her phone out 
of her jeans pocket and checks it again.
 What are you up to, Mack asks.
 She responds, Shopping. She wonders how one is supposed to make grocery shopping 
sound sexy. She’s wearing a sleeveless top, the kind with an elastic strap around the shoulders, 
and that’s sexy. But he doesn’t know that. She wonders how one is supposed to make grocery 
shopping sound sexy when all one has to work with is a black-and-green text box. 
 Last Christmas, eight weeks ago, they took it farther than normal. Not sex, never sex, not 
yet. She’s twenty-three, but not sex. He’s Christian. He won’t do it. She tried. She doesn’t know 
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why she tried, because she didn’t really want to. But last time they took it farther than normal, 
which was a shame because he still doesn’t know what he’s doing.
 Amelia is his first girlfriend. He says he loves her and doesn’t want to be with anyone 
else. She believes him. But sometimes when he touches her she falls asleep. She knows it’s just 
because she’s tired. They’re always doing so much whenever he’s around, visiting family and 
shopping and wrapping presents. She’s just tired, and he can’t keep her up. It’s not his fault. But 
he’s so embarrassing, the way he fumbles around. Sometimes he hurts her because he’s trying 
too hard. And they never talk about it when he isn’t there, so how is he supposed to learn?
 Her phone buzzes. She puts down a bag of pistachios that she doesn’t want to eat and 
looks at the screen. What for, he says.
 She says, Salad. She sighs.
 It isn’t her job to teach him, anyway. About sex. Isn’t the man supposed to lead? Amelia 
doesn’t care about that sort of thing but she wishes he could be more confident. She hates all the 
questions he asks. It doesn’t even occur to her until after he’s left. And she always forgets about 
it right before he comes back.
 Her phone buzzes. It’s a picture this time. A picture of Mack smiling, wind buffeting his 
hair, lake behind him, bad lighting. Amelia hates sending pictures. It’s so fake. She’s in a Winn-
Dixie, she’s not going to smile. She says, Nice.
 She tries to remember Christmas. She was really quite happy during Christmas, but she 
can’t remember why now. The only thing that was different was Mack, so it must have been 
Mack’s doing. His presence, his presents. She can’t remember what he got her now. She can’t 
remember where she got anything; it’s just things, a whole room of things that flood her personal 
space. His value in a box of knick-knacks, or her value in each individual ornament on the tree, 
red and gold shivering orbs amid the phosphorescent fakelight of plastic bulbs and plastic leaves. 
She got him a new shaving kit, for his curtain cut, which he’s so proud of. She thought about 
shaving one side of her head, just for a change in pace, but she doesn’t want everyone to think 
she’s copying him. Even though he lives so far away. People would notice. But she was happy 
during Christmas. Was it the fireplace? It never gets cold enough for snow, but she likes to light 
the fire, listen to it crackle. It puts her to sleep, like his touch, but without the anxious dreams. 
 She looks up. Somehow, she hasn’t escaped the vast landscape of the produce section yet. 
The bakery looms behind her, but as yet not close enough to be meaningful. The worker from 
before is organizing fruit an island away, a completely aimless gesture. She squints until she 
can read his nametag. It says “Tim.” What a horrible name. She didn’t think people named Tim 
really existed.
 At the library, on Tuesdays, a couple from the community college go up to the second 
floor to make out. They choose the back recesses of the history session, where Pontius Pilate and 
the Ancient Egyptians hide, because nobody else ever goes back there. No one except Amelia, 
who has to stack books. She can hear them sometimes. She thinks they probably have sex back 
there, but if they do they’re smart enough to wait until they can no longer hear the sound of her 
books thunking on the shelves. She hates them. Not because they’re having sex in her library, 
but because they’re so good at it. Every Tuesday, like clockwork, 6 p.m., those two freshman 
and their feeling hands, their breathy giggles, the whine of a bookcase with too much pressure 
on it, the pah of two lips releasing and pressing again, and all with Osiris beaming down at them 
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from the cover of The Oxford Illustrated History of Ancient Egypt. In the cellophane prison 
Amelia made for him, this scheduled fuck is the only action he’ll ever see. 
 Mack has texted her again. I love you, it says. She taps the phone screen a few times 
before putting it away. She taps the handle of the cart a few times, too. All she’s got in there is 
the breadcrumbs, and she’s lost her appetite anyway. She sighs.
 The sorority girls pity her. They pretend like they don’t, saying that it’s so “cute” and 

“dedicated” for her to give so much of her life to a man who lives so far away. But they don’t 
understand it. They never could. They think it’s representative of her state as a transient, lonely, 
miserable hag of a twenty-year-old who’s too afraid to talk to the opposite sex in person. That’s 
not what it is, but they don’t get it. They don’t want to. They’re too young and full of alcohol. 
 Amelia is only a few years older than the sorority, but she’s aged them by thousands. She 
feels the weight of her millennia with each creak of the cart wheel. If only she could move on 
from them—but there’s nowhere else to go. Just Florida and its hookteeth.
 “They’re not rotten,” she says. “They’re bruised.”
 “Sorry?” Poor Tim says.
 “The strawberries,” she says. “The soccer moms think they’re rotten, but they’re not. 
My mom used to have the same problem. It’s because she bought in bulk, for… smoothies or 
whatever. All the strawberry boxes get smashed together in the bag, so the strawberries bruise. 
You’ve got to bring a crate if you’re going to buy so many.”
 Tim thinks about that. “I hate sales,” he says.
 “They’re never a good thing,” she says. She leans on the island behind her.
 “I like your top,” he says. “It looks good on you.”
 “Is it sexy?”
 “Yes,” he says.
 Amelia thinks about that. She smiles. “Would you like to get a coffee with me?” 
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I am standing on the edge of a cliff, facing what I have been avoiding. My eyes are closed, 
but I can still see what lies below. It is dark and bottomless.

My eyes are squeezed shut so tightly, bright stars are lighting up the insides of my eyelids. 
I can hear a voice from inside my head, asking me if I really want to do this.

Suddenly, this voice becomes real and I remember who it belongs to. My mind drifts back 
to the first time I was brought here. It was darker then. I remember stumbling as I made my way 
up the rocky path, each step more tentative than the one before. I remember my shoes slipping 
in the dirt a little too much. This pushed me beyond my limit and with a deep ragged breath I 
call out a broken cry for help. Almost immediately, soft hands find their way to my elbows and 
two deep blue eyes peer into mine through the darkness. A quiet voice asking me if I still want 
to go forward is answered by a hesitant nod of my head. He takes my hand and slowly leads me 
forward, whispering to me in comforting tones. As we finally reach the edge, I hear him telling 
me that this will be our place. Standing here now I know it is not and never will be and I am still 
faced with the same overwhelming fear.

The ocean.
The ocean with its shadowy depths full of what could be nothing, yet also everything at 

once. The undiscovered creatures that lurk beneath its impossibly chaotic waters are enough to 
keep me up at night. It doesn’t matter how far away I am from the ocean—I still have nightmares. 
I wake up in a terror almost expecting to be floating in the middle of nowhere, slowly drifting 
further away from civilization.

The physical idea of drowning, being pulled beneath the dark blue waves and helplessly 
watching as the oxygen is being squeezed from my lungs, is just barely scratching the surface of 
my fear. It is the fear of losing myself in the unknown, the fear that it will swallow me up and 
all that I am will drown in its nothingness.

I fall to my knees onto the coarse rock beneath me and stare down at my hands, pressed 
against the ground. My heart is beating fast; I can hear it. Each moment I wait, it gets louder, 
filling my ears with a thunderous roar like that of a rushing waterfall. I take a shaky breath. I 
have to do this.

I tear my gaze from the ground and force myself to look out. The wind blows cold and 
harsh around me. My hair flies into my face, I push it back. I crawl forward slowly, dragging my 
body behind me as though my legs are paralyzed. Each movement sends uncontrollable shivers 
down my spine. The pain that fills me as I inch closer makes me want to scream out, but every 
time I open my mouth it feels like something has reached down inside me and ripped my voice 
away from my body. Finally, my fingertips brush the very edge. I grip the grayish stone under 
my pale fingers, it is cool and rough to the touch. I take another deep breath and stare at my 
hands. I am holding on so tightly my knuckles are turning white.

The sound of my pounding heart fills my ears. It reminds me that I am still living, still 
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breathing. I force myself to look down, beyond my hands, to what is below me. The vastness of 
the water takes my breath away.

The tide forces waves cruelly against the rock face. My eyes skim the sides of the cliff, 
where the cold water has weathered indentations into the stone. The ocean is the darkest of blue, 
the waters are murky, and my mind so easily wanders with images of what lies beneath the 
surface. A totally different world lives below me. These watery visions flash through my head 
too quickly to make sense of them. They leave dark trails and memories of broken dreams and 
people floating in their wake. A world of uncertainty, of danger and mystery, of anything you can 
possibly imagine. A myriad of emotions overpowers me: terror, curiosity, courage.

My eyes fly shut once again. I remember being smaller, maybe seven or eight, and reading 
about the ocean. Sitting on my bed, legs kicking because they were too short to even touch the 
ground. 36,200 feet, the deepest part of the ocean. I remember being terrified by that number. 
36,200 feet, that is so big, too big for me even to imagine, let alone comprehend.

I take a deep breath, smelling the salt in the air. I remember the first time I ever experienced 
that smell. I was eleven, on a school trip. My friends took one look at the water and ran toward it. 
All I remember in that moment was a sinking feeling and wishing I could just melt into the sand. 

I pry my eyes open again and force aside my reluctant thoughts and all of those memories.
 I’m going to do it. I’m going to jump.
 I stand up, tired of letting this fear constantly claw at the back of my mind. I’m tired of 
letting this fear of the unknown, of the ocean, of everything that I don’t know and can’t know 
and won’t know until I try, tear me apart from the inside out. My legs are shaky and weak. A new 
wave of anxiety washes over me and I almost fall backwards, barely managing to stay upright. I 
step a few feet back, take the longest breath of my life and I throw myself forward. The moment 
I feel my feet leave solid ground, I let out a scream I didn’t even know I was holding inside.
 There is a solid three seconds of falling. Time slows down and the frigid air slashes 
against my skin. I feel nothing in these few moments.
 My body plunges into the freezing water. It engulfs me and drags me downward. The 
pressure of the water sucks the air from my lungs. My arms thrash senselessly around me. In a 
moment of panic, I open my eyes. The salt burns them relentlessly, but in that split second of 
sight, I see everything. None of it is as I anticipated, yet all of it was. The calmness of the water 
surprises me. I steady my frenzied motions and use my arms to pull myself upward.
 My head breaks the surface and I gasp for air. I move to lay on my back. I let myself float 
and look straight up at the slowly dimming sky, the setting sun paints it with brilliant pinks and 
purples and reds. My fingers drag through the water. I realize that it is warmer than I originally 
thought. Just moments ago I would have let my fears completely consume me. I would have let 
the dark, icy waters of my mind swallow me up. But not this time. As I let my body move with 
the ocean’s current I allow myself to drift further and further.
 I am no longer drowning.
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What is the difference
between a breeze sent
by God and a breeze
breathed by blooming
cumulonimbus clouds
covering the coast?
An exhalation that
exhausts one’s whole
chest, making it rise
and fall like the air
pressures that gave
birth to cotton large
enough to tell the sun
where it is permitted
to shine.

There is a difference.
It is not known to the
leaf, the leaf only
knows to tilt in response,
to bow before the break
of the storm, to be
polite to either God
or the god in it. The
raindrop slides down
the veins of the leaf,
traces the center of
home and hangs at the
doorstep, one last look
at the small pieces of
itself the leaf will
not release. It falls
and the leaf wonders
where is the raindrop
now and is it gone if
more water remains stained
on its heart? More than
the leaf ever let go of
in that curtsy
to the parting?

No Good Ways
// Josh Howell //
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There is a difference.
It is lost just like
everything else in a
room that imprisons
people who don’t believe
they are leaving one
another. They smile as
the room fills with
choking hazards. There
are no good ways to say
goodbye. The implication
of interruption sunders
such words, leaving
a ruptured skull wound
from which all spills
forth but the anecdotes.
Now look down and ask
where is the raindrop?

The raindrop finishes
falling, absorbs into
the earth, pours into
one of many clumps of
dirt that form a grave.
On the headstone there
are names of people still
mostly alive. Theirs is
the storm, in beauty and
fury and countless raindrops.
Buried there is what they
leave behind.
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I know ghosts are real because I live with three of them
The first is a pain that haunts me
Burnt taste buds touch mouth roof
An absence of taste serves as a reminder
Of limits and why we have them
Now when the embers threaten fire I find myself wary
Though no less enchanted

The second is a pain that I have almost let go of
Forever almost
Each mention of the ghost’s name
Is an incantation like a curse
Put a hook between the eyes and pull
Drag your mind back to the point of death
Watch all over again

The third is a pain to which I offer a smile and open arms each time we meet
We embrace and the feeling of this ghost against me
Is like someone else talking about a sunset
Secondhand memoir of beauty
Nostalgia for what never was
The ghosts sing a dirge but the notes stumble from their lips
Fingers fumbling across a keyboard
Clickety clack with the lack of actual
Feeling
Rehearsed and rehashed
Until we strangle sincerity upon the altar of

“I never meant to hurt you”

Ghosts
// Josh Howell //
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La Nuit (1883) - William-Adolphe Bouguereau (1825-1905)

what the day has become 
so holds in our waking
thoughts.  rose and gold
blister your pale skin. greetings
are fleeting as daughter passes
mother.  chaste,
eyes can only linger on your breast
before your dim veil cloaks all vision.
so now we, too, can lust what lingers
from our daytime desire.
millennial colors drape your background
and seem ill-fitting to be paired
with your primordial being.
birds carry in their feathers
eternal wishes upon stars 
from fickle humans eager to see what
the night undoes.

NYX
// Heidi Abdul //
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Trickling spouts from the Koi’s mouth—
enter the verdant halls of seduction,
hear the coo from the filling of cut glass.
The beads dance together, they sing,
 pulsating in the diaphanous stream.
In the bubble room by the sea, the shore foam
fomenting,
its mirth uncontainable,
the lieux de l’eau ecstatic and frolicking
while shimmering pools of Apollonian
moonlight
vibrate, intensify––
 mesmerizing memory
 hypnotic panic.
Hallucinating the Great Wave off Kanagawa
 from the water droplets on the
window. 
So sardonic does it treat me, 
 these games.
The harbinger of drowning
 only to throw the buoy,
the gelid dew,
 to the elixir of warm timbre––
always cool,
always shimmering.

On Ravel’s Jeux D’Eau
// Martín Hans Eslava //
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Girl Made Of
// Anahi Herrera //
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I can still borrow a bed for the night. Even if it’s mine. Even if I get there tired. Even if I get
there with half the day left. I don’t know how that happens. I can still borrow a bed for the night. 
When I sleep. When I don’t. When I forget what sleep is. No need for much. I can still borrow a
bed for the night. And I stay. And my phone rings. And I stay. 
 
It’s almost comfortable. Nice and quiet. I don’t know how to keep the door open. I’ll go back to 
where I stay like I can find it. I’ll sleep in colors I don’t recognize, like I don’t recognize
somewhere I don’t leave. I’ll forget what the cinder block on my desk is for. I’ll scrub time from
my face in the darkness. I’ll get up tomorrow and I don’t know whether that means I’m lucky or
I owe someone else something. I will leave ten months after I get to this room or maybe a few
hours after.
 
And you. You look better than me. You find me and it’s effortless. I must owe you something. 
Something I can take apart or something I can ruin.

Momentary
// Chandler Arndt //
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Collection
// Kurtiss Limbrick //

Windchime lyricism
Broken glass glittering under yellow streetlights
Telephone static between short lapsing conversation
Cold milk by candlelight
Fresh peeled vegetable skins
Chipped turquoise paint
 overflowing enamel sink

  european bullet-train bathroom

Gentle rain
  violent lightning accompaniment
  arson

Moth wings behind glass
 velvet display case

Black feathers drifting through white light
Dark dessicated flesh
 Interstate roads

Stream suffocated by fresh-cut flower heads
Rotten wood drooling thick moss
Lethargic fronds of tall stalked marigolds
 wild wheat and lavender
  honeysuckle

Bumble-bee fur thick with pollen
Skin smeared with dandelion blood
Soft apricots dangling low from high branches
Amber tree sap sticking to naked feet
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Sleep swaddled in your cotton pansy
I’ll wake you never
The sun’s hands are softer
The sun’s voice is softer
Golden silk to coax you from dreaming

I am a small stone golem
I am crushing flowers in my fingers
Making pulp from petal and pollen
Dripping honey

You are a tall sleek lemon tree
You are planted in an apple orchard
Growing along train tracks
Beside airports

I can’t reach your boughs
Every day I try to climb into them
I step on your feet reaching
Up, up, up
On tiptoe
Up, up, up
Like a child
Grasping for parent’s comfort.

Sleep swaddled in golden silk bedding
I’ll wake you never
My hands are rough
My voice is rough
Unpolished granite
Rolling rocks over your body

Reach
// Kurtiss Limbrick //
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Sunlight drips onto the pine tops,
as gold as honey sliding over pocked bark.
Powdered sugar crunches underfoot
though the taste freezes my tongue before it melts
at the back of my throat. Through the thicket, 
I make out thatched roofs similarly powdered 
in sweet winter, their windows glowing 
with warm hearth flames. A mug of pine tea 
steams on the kitchen table, waiting for me 
to give chase and catch my daughter
as our boots whisk the snow into thick cream. 
Her laughter shakes the cold
from my frame as she runs behind logs
stacked like cinnamon sticks at the side of our home.
The sun begins its languid descent, returning to bed 
after spoiling its supper with chilled desserts, 
leaving me clutching a handful of sugar,
craving hot coffee.

Just Before the Dinner Bell
// Jordyn Ochser//
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Can we sit on the floor with our eyes
closed and eat the fruit we bought that morning
from the farmer’s market?

That sounds like a good first date. There would be
no pressure to perform, unless your chewing is worthy
of awards like the kinds runners get 
after they’ve practiced for months, a golden mandible. 
It might be like going to one of those blind 
restaurants, where the lights are off 
and nobody’s home because they’re
all paying to sit in the dark just in case the food
tastes better. Ours would taste better, though. It
really would.
 
Because they didn’t pay for your wandering
left hand that walks along the carpet to make sure
I’m still there, that I haven’t spilled and left to get
a rag or a cloth or one of your ratty old t-shirts
to mop it up. They didn’t pay for my quiet laughter
when I hear you bite into an apple—even with my eyes
closed I can see the way your face scrunches
up at the sour green taste rather than the red 
sweetness you honestly prefer, but don’t buy all the time
because green is our color. They didn’t pay for the best
seats in the house, the only seats in the house, because 
I just moved in last week and am still figuring out
the neighborhood and where to buy chairs and brunch 
and couple’s clothes.

We did not pay for those things either, but they are
ours. Or, they will be, once we have stolen
as many seconds as it takes to
feed ourselves and feel like home.
You don’t have to close your eyes 
if you don’t want to. But 
I want to.

Reservation
// Jordyn Ochser //
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Milk and Honey
// Aryanna Chutkan //

Acrylic on canvas, 19”x15.5”
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Chandelier
// Rachel Hagerman //

Digital Photography
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Dragon
// Natalie Arroyo //

Digital Photography
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Rowan
// Gabriel Casillas //

Watercolor, Ink, and Goldleaf, 11”x16”
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Pretty Thoughts
// Valeria Cabello //

Digital Photography
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Prince Ali
// Laurielle Schwab //

Watercolor, 10”x13”
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Nonnina
// Kira Olsen-Medina //

Digital Photography
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Arrival in Rome 

My eyes nonchalantly lull about the room. Time seems to meander around me in 
a bubble, as I am forced to be sedentary, amongst the bustling chaos in front of 
me. Tourists, in their stingy-brimmed summer-hats, floral shirts and overstuffed 

backpacks, dart around the entrance of the airport, attempting to reach their location in a timely 
manner. However, I must wait for a handful of overwhelmed flight attendants to handwrite—
handwrite—luggage receipts for a plethora of students. I have been conscious since four in the 
morning, and it seems like I have an eternity in purgatory to go before I can ever set foot in 
the Eternal City. I’m on the second part of my summer abroad program, journeying to Rome 
after a short stint in Greece. There, I hope to finally see the wonders of Michelangelo, Raphael, 
Botticelli and the other masters of the Old World (although my chances of doing so appear to be 
more outlandish with every passing minute).
 I wait, and wait, and wait. A flight attendant beckons her arm rapidly toward me. With my 
passport and euros already in my hand, I attempt to hand them off. She doesn’t look down at 
them.
 “The luggage will be forty euro.”
 “I already know.”
 She glances down and nods. I see D, O, M, E, C, Q, A, T, H, E, N, S and R, O, M, E ticked 
into each box. I scurry away the second she hands the receipt back to me.
 I sleep-walk into customs and security, and toss everything I have into two bins.  I leave 
my bins within an arm’s reach of a security officer, who has sharp eyes and a patchy beard. I 
walk up to the metal detector and wait for instructions. The officer stares blankly at me. I go 
through and wait for my bag on the other side. It does not appear. I stare at the conveyor a bit 
longer. It still does not appear. I stare at the officer again. He quips something in Italian at me. I 
walk back over to him. His eyes narrow when he recognizes that I do not speak the language.
 “Never leave your bag unattended.”
 Apparently “unattended” in Italy means not physically carrying your bags at all times.
 I stare blankly back.
 He gestures his fingers toward his eyes.
 “It is your responsibility if something gets stolen.”
 How would anything get stolen, the damn thing is right under your nose.
 He looks me up and down. “Do you have any electronics on you?”
 “No.”
 “How about a belt?”
 I lift my waistcoat to prove my innocence.
 He waves me off. “Go through again.”
 I return to the other side. My bag shows up.

Memoirs from 
Greece and Italy

// Tyler Domecq //
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***
 My twirling stomach has the same effect on me as a shrieking alarm clock. The cabin is 
held hostage by the whims of the turbulence. Each tremor makes my imagination run wild. I 
think of how quickly I would die, if one more fatal bump finally does this tin-bucket in. I just 
want to see Rome. Or eat. Food sounds good. With a rapid drop in elevation, my soul nearly 
regurgitates out of my body. I have to grab my armrest. This gets me a dirty look from a man 
sitting next to me.  Then, my stomach growls. I just want food.

***
 Time proceeds to meander yet again, despite my forced second wind. A thirty-minute taxi 
ride, a breathtaking view of St. Peter’s basilica, a fifteen-minute wait to get into the apartment, 
and a fifteen-minute tour of said apartment all pass me by, but all I can think of is food. I try to 
visit La Caletta. Closed for Siesta. How about Goose? Closed for Siesta. Hey, a random pizza 
place. Not closed for Siesta. Cool. I order a margarita pizza, the moment I am handed a menu 
(since I know they’ll have that). It arrives. I take a bite. The pizza tastes heavenly.  The crust 
is thin, but delicious. The sauce is sweet—much sweeter than in the states. The cheese is crisp. 
Then it finally hits me. I’m eating pizza in Rome—Rome. The pizza tastes even better now.

***
Monument

 Consistently, my night strolls will contain a trip to the Vatican City. The place is inevitable 
for me, as my closest friends from the trip live on the North side of the Basilica, and the fastest 
way to get from my apartment to any of theirs is by cutting straight through the holy grounds. 
During the day, its appeal can sometimes be lost by the swarms of tourists, with their constant 
needs for pictures and advice from their umbrella-holding guides (or the street vendors, who 
try to make a quick buck off of selling novelty trinkets like selfie-sticks). However, the area 
surrounding the Basilica regains the spiritual prowess that it should command (and deserves) at 
night.
 The ivory building has a striking backlight in the late-evening. Everything feels safe-
tranquil even-despite the fact that military caravans patrol, and numerous squatters camp, around 
the walls. The gleam hints at the irreplaceable treasures that are stashed within it. At night, you 
can imagine the allure it had for someone like Raphael, who sought to effortlessly upstage the 
countless masters who had the misfortune of having painted within the general domain of his 
work; or Michelangelo, who taxingly labored on the rafters of the Sistine, in order to prove that 
he could create the impossible. Every piece in the Vatican tells a different story. Each one of 
the stories, however, have a unifying theme; they prove that true beauty can be brought into the 
world with enough foresight and ambition. 

 My grandfather is an architect, who also prides himself on the 
beauty and stylistic quirks that define the mastery of his craft. 
I remember seeing him in his studio as a child, meticulously 
sketching out his drafts. He would only come to the dinner table 
once he felt completely satisfied with his progress. My father, 
too, is like this. Every night, he will work from dawn till dusk on 
projects, and will constantly kick himself if he feels there was 
more he could have done.
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 When I look back on my time in Rome, I hope that I can forever capture that feeling 
of strength and self-assurance that the Vatican gives me. I also hope that when I reach the 
twilight of my life, I too will have built a legacy that is as moving and beautiful as any of these 
sanctuaries in my life; both from the outside, and from within.

***
All a Part of Me

 Although the ingredients of life are universal, the location in which they are fostered 
gives them their own unique style and flavor. This change of pace can make even the simplest of 
tasks seem extraordinary. Whether it be offerings of lemon cake at Savouras, the siestas at three 
o’clock in the afternoon, or the mysterious pulleys added into every bathroom, you are forced 
to re-evaluate how you treat everything when you arrive in a foreign country. Perhaps that’s the 
most rewarding part of traveling; as great as the eternally ivory Acropolis, the shockingly small 
Colosseum, and the scaling Pantheon are to visit, they only make up a fraction of someone’s 
journey. I  found real beauty when life was a sloppy, spontaneous mess to wade through, and it’s 
what I’ll remember most—the taxis that, for some reason, feel the need to claim that they are a 

“real taxi” before you enter them, or the shady knife safety instructor giving lessons in the middle 
of the National Park, or even the child street performer who collects coins out of a storm drain 
with a piece of gum attached to a stick.
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My siblings never would have left the suffocating restaurant’s walls that boomed, 
boomed, boomed with the music of the live band had they known that this would be 
their last chance to soak in her presence. But there is a catch with “last chances”: A 

“chance” is impossible to distinguish from a “last chance” until it’s too late.
 “What do you think, hon?” Her smile illuminated the lines that countless hospital visits 
had etched onto her face. “Are you up to partying for an hour more?”
 Biting my lip, I strove to ignore the dull, exhaustion-induced headache. Amidst the 
relentless chatter and thumping bass, the solitude of my quiet room and messy bed seemed 
irresistible; I retreated further into myself. But how lame would I be if I didn’t stay out on my 
sixteenth birthday for a couple more songs with my favorite aunt? Wasn’t I supposed to be the 
lively, vivid one, begging for more? Surely my fifty-year old aunt wouldn’t encourage dancing 
until midnight—wrong. “I suppose I could endure a couple more songs.” With my body crying 
for sleep, I was only half-kidding, but I needed someone to coax me out of my reclusive, old-
soul self.
 Immediately she swept me away from the table and lulled me into never-ending circles, 
spinning, snapping, stomping, singing along and smiling her defiant smile. Her body may have 
been decaying, but the spark in that smile raged against everything that threatened to steal her 
infectious energy.
 I wonder if it could be just five days ago that she snatched my hand, twirling me in orbits 
that flipped my world upside down. I wonder, could that impromptu dance be the last time I felt 
her warmth?
 Most teenagers receive a t-shirt, an iPod, or if they’re really lucky, a car, for their sixteenth 
birthday. I was gifted the last birthday card I’d ever get from my aunt, along with a guardian 
angel and a constant reminder that life is precious. But this year, I didn’t care to celebrate. I 
didn’t care to brush my hair, to return missed calls, to check the mail. I didn’t care to do anything. 
Shutting down, turning it off, allowing time to fill in the hollowness — all easier than feeling. 
Keeping quiet, hoarding my memories of her, would be all too convenient. I desperately longed 
to drift off into the nothingness of not caring; after all, if they needed someone to tell cute stories 
about “One time Sheila and I…”, then they couldn’t possibly have cared enough to take the 
time to get to know her. But if I evaded this pain, I would abandon a future joy; I would have to 
stifle all emotion. My outward silence would be my refusal to confront inner disorder. Though 
tempting, I knew this would claw at me. Despite tear-stained smudges in my last birthday card, 
I could make out her last wish for me: “Live with an open heart and an open mind.”
 I gave a eulogy on my sweet sixteenth.
 The sea of tears of my friends and family members hypnotized me, just about drowning 
me. My sister’s arm around my shoulders tugged me back to the present. Regaining composure, 

The Art of Living 
for Two

// Angela Foley //
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I lowered the speech that I crumpled and flattened too many times.
 “My Aunt Sheila is not dead. She’s very much alive, in every one of us. I promised her 
and I promised myself that I’d carry her with me, every day for the rest of my life. She’ll be the 
spirit of my adventures, the pep in my step, my will to carry forward, my reason to reach for the 
stars and my inspiration to grow.” A voice that couldn’t have been my own crescendoed with a 
foreign firmness. “From today forward I will live as she lived, celebrating each and every one 
of life’s glistening moments. I will live with her strength, resilience, and passion. I dare you to 
live as Sheila lived, because through me and you, her spirit lives on. Thank you.”
 Weeping guests sniffled and I became aware of my brother at the piano, coaxing Hallelujah 
out of those black and white keys.
 His notes didn’t reach me.
 Drowning silence.
 I stepped off the stage, realizing the magnitude of the promise I had just made to my aunt, 
smiling down on me. I now lived life for the both of us.

***
 To one side of me, a sheer twenty-foot drop to the desert floor. To the other side, a forty-
foot plunge to the rocky hillside. Ever so cautiously, I assumed a wide stance and fixed my eyes 
to a point on the horizon. Then, I stood up atop the towering rock pillar.
 Adrenaline buzzed. I forced my quickened breath to even. Admiring the scratches on my 
adventure-worn knuckles, I clenched and unclenched my fists. Lungs expanded with an inhale 
of crispness, confidence soothing shakiness in my muscles.
 An invigorating wind swept wisps of hair across my face and stole warmth from my jacket, 
brightening my eyes. On the air, a hint of yesterday’s rain: honey-moistened soil, subtle, earthy. 
Freeing my hair from its bonds, I surveyed the mountains lining the horizon.
 I could count on one hand how many peaks I had left to climb. Cupping my hands to my 
lips, I let out a shout. Echoes ricocheted between the canyon walls.
 Then I heard my brother’s notes drifting out of that baby grand, that Hallelujah, carried on 
the wind.
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I had never known how many life lessons I could learn in forty-eight hours. It was the 
beginning of last Summer. We arrived at the Oregon Inlet campground in a large white 
van packed with five adults—if I am included in that category—along with five kids, a 

dog, and copious amounts of camping gear that we thought left us over-prepared. Energies were 
high—we were still reeling from the bear we saw in the trees on the drive over the land and 
bridges scanning the serene sound circling the island. It was late when we arrived so we set up 
tents in the dark and went to sleep with excitement for the days to come and the celebration of 
my nephew Jase’s birthday.
 The Oregon Inlet Campground was well laid out. Walking around, I quickly realized that 
shoes were a necessity as small, round spikes dug into my feet. Scanning the area, I saw tents, 
a Winnebago here and there, and the odd assortment of other camping vehicles. There was 
definitely no hot tub around to escape the chill. The bathrooms and showers were well-kept and 
to our delight, the showers even had warm water. Not like we had the chance to use it.
 I awoke in the morning to a chill creeping through my body. Unzipping the tent, I raced 
to the van to realize I had packed clothes for an Arizona trip.  Hurriedly, we all raced around 
looking for that warm cup of joe to awaken us from our morning slumber but the adults were 
sullen as the realization hit that the coffee had been left behind. Faces were crestfallen as I 
looked around, and fingers were pointed at the planner of the trip, Binny. Binny, my big brother, 
also called B-dawg, saved the day by driving 45 minutes out to town to ease everyone’s minds 
and bodies with coffee from a local grocery store and putting it in his handy French Press, which 
he had conveniently remembered.
 Although the weather was chilly and skies a bit gray, the children were not deterred from 
their desires to hit the beach. I set out with the four kids in tow. I am convinced children do not 
feel the cold as much as adults because they splashed in the sea as if the sun shined brightly with 
a light breeze when in reality the sun was behind the clouds leaving the air and water frigid to 
the bone. Seeing their happy, lit-up faces made everything okay in the world. There were a few 
grumbles here and there but everyone was really just glad to be in the company of family and in 
a setting away from everyday troubles in our usual environments.
 We were still playing and getting sandy in all the orifices of our body when Jade, my big 
sister, received a call from our mom. It was a shout for help. As we reached the campsite, we 
saw her holding on to the twelve-person tent for dear life. The winds, reaching probably 60 mph, 
were dragging the tent away and almost taking her with them. After laughing hysterically for a 
minute straight, with no thoughts of filming the debacle, my sister and I rushed to my mom’s 
aid. With one of us on each side of the tent, we tried to stake the tent precariously back into the 
ground. After numerous failed attempts, hysterics, and screams, we resorted to tying one end of 
the tent to a nearby picnic table thinking weight would be on our side.
 Later that night we all set out on a cold walk around the campground. I put on as many 
layers that I could scrounge since my blood was now accustomed to the Arizona heat. As we 
pulled the kids in a wagon, the ground became tumultuous  and rocky, but we sang songs as if 

Cape Hatterdeath
// Kennedy Orrell //
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there were no cares in the world. Turning back, it seemed everyone had a smile on their face 
only to find the tent broken free and flying off from the picnic table. The sky darkened as the 
clouds covered the sky. The wind raged about us in circles like tornadoes; the air had a damp 
smell to it. We realized we had little time to fix this.We staked down the tent again and tied it 
to the van to block some wind. The rain began to slam down in a  torrential downpour and the 
wind continued to slap us in the head all night through the sides of the tent. I remember thinking, 

“Death is upon us,” in my melodramatic ways as I pretended to play guard over the kids. There’s 
nothing like a family camping trip to show a twenty-one year old how ill-equipped they are in 
adulthood. We stuck it out while mom slept in the van cozied up next to her wine box.
 In the morning we had sullen faces but these were quickly changed after our delicious 
breakfast burritos made by Chef Binny. As always, I felt like a nuisance with my special 
vegetarian order. Even with full stomachs, we made the decision to leave on Jase’s birthday, a 
day early, since we could not convince Jade’s tent to stay in the ground. Leave it to Jade to buy 
a 10-person tent on a whim.  There were no disgruntled complaints against leaving as everyone 
had experienced enough family trials for a forty-eight hour period. I hoped that we could salvage 
Jase’s birthday when we arrived back to Winston Salem, but by that point, everyone seemed 
annoyed and tired. My mom could barely keep her eyes open as she kept her water bottle filled 
with red wine. The kids and I watched as the adults packed the car back up with the broken 
tent and the other odds and ends. I wanted to be a kid again and treated as such, so I watched 
everyone pile our things and then themselves into the car and thought about how I couldn’t wait 
for this trip to be over.
 Thinking of stopping to smell the roses, we saw the Kitty Hawk museum and thought of 
checking it out. Not only was the museum way too pricey for the services, the man selling the 
tickets sent chills down our spine as he stared into our souls. With little words, this man gave us 
the quickest horror story before our eyes. It seemed that if we entered this museum, we would 
never leave. Screeching the car around, we travelled straight home with only one stop for food, 
five hours of driving, and for me, three hours of sleeping. I closed my ears to the arguments 
about where to eat when we needed to stop for food. When it came to ordering drinks, all the 
legal adults hoarded alcoholic drinks like the apocalypse was coming. Back in the car, my sister, 
Jade, my mom, and I all passed out—and there’s pictures for proof. Nobody had the energy to 
think of blackmail.
 Arriving home, I ran inside to avoid taking everything out of the vans. Sneaking back out 
thirty minutes later, I asked if anyone needed help. Of course, everything was already done. We 
closed Jase’s birthday with a comfortable family cookout. Binny cooked burgers like the grill 
master he is while the kids played outside. There was a light breeze in the air that lifted spirits 
to an all-time high. Everyone’s usual favorite, the birthday cake, did something interesting to 
Binny’s digestive system.
 Life lessons to be learned: when camping by the beach, you need longer stakes for your 
tent so it can stay secured in the sand. Coffee is essential for adult survival. You have to make the 
most out of your time and experience everything you can with your family because sometimes 
you will long for those moments with every ounce of your being. Also, don’t eat cake with blue 
icing. 
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1. Resistance
2. All I Have Left
3. Love Lie
4. Lullaby
5. Liar

Parker Brady
Courtney Vergnetti
Courtney Vergnetti
Courtney Vergnetti

Nathan Francois

Music
Lux Undergraduate Creative Review 2018

Artwork by Laurielle Schwab

CD Contents

Cover artwork, Prince Ali by Laurielle Schwab
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1. Lament
2. Miss You
3. GANAS
4. Meathead
5. Social Parks
6. Glass Heart
7. As Seen on TV

1. The Art of the Trade

Keegan Luther
Quinlan Donovan-Schager

Francisco Monarrez
Ben Ashby

Josh Cutlip
Amber Tufts

Charles Sterling III

Jordyn Ochser

Film
Lux Undergraduate Creative Review 2018

Artwork by Rachel Hagerman

DVD Contents

Screenplay

Cover artwork, Chandelier by Rachel Hagerman
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The Art of the 
Trade

// Jordyn Ochser //

Screenplay
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FADE IN:

EXT. STREET - DAY

ISAAC, 24, a skinny young man dressed in dark jeans, a white
shirt, and combat boots with dyed dark blue hair walks down
a street staring at his phone. He has a sketchbook tucked
under one arm and he is holding a to-go coffee cup. He looks
tired and bumps into people walking by.

There are several compact cars and bicycles parked along the
side of the road and a few recycling bins on either side of
it. On his phone, we see

INSERT - Cell Phone Screen

apartment advertisements. He occasionally winces at the
prices.

Isaac stumbles into a metal cafe chair that is sticking out
from a table, nearly spilling his coffee and dropping his
sketchbook. He hastily looks around, eyes bouncing from the
name of the cafe, BLUE, to a sign on the window that reads
"HELP WANTED: CHALK ARTIST."

He looks to his right and sees a woman staring at the same
poster. MARISHA, 28, a short-haired woman in paint-smeared
overalls, stands there holding a large art portfolio. They
lock eyes.

Without looking, Isaac drops his coffee into a recycling
bin, tears the sign off the window, and hurries inside.
Marisha glares at the recycling bin, then at Isaac, and
quickly follows.

INT. BLUE CAFE - DAY

The Blue Cafe has simple rustic decoration. The chairs and
tables are dark wood, the floor is hardwood, and the walls
bear a few posters of various films and musicians. The wall
behind the counter is exposed brick and a variety of coffee
machines lie on a metal counter top. There is a bellhop bell
on the counter next to an empty tip jar.

A woman, SUSAN, 40’s, wearing tight jeans, a flannel, and a
floppy beanie, stands behind the counter. She is trying to
draw a coffee mug on the menu above the machines and failing
miserably.

The bell on the door JINGLES as the artists rush inside,
startling Susan. Isaac slams his sketchbook on the counter
and Marisha hefts her portfolio on top of it. Isaac waves
the sign in front of Susan’s face.
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2.

Susan snatches the sign from Isaac’s hand and looks at it,
then at the two artists. She thinks for a moment, then
grins.

Susan pulls Isaac’s sketchbook from the bottom of the pile,
flips to a blank page, and tears it out. Isaac looks
physically wounded and Marisha watches, confused. Susan
grabs a marker from a jar on the counter and a roll of tape
and scribbles something on the page.

She walks to the window, slaps the paper onto it, and tapes
it in place. Isaac and Marisha scramble outside.

EXT. BLUE CAFE - DAY

Written on the page in blocky letters is "BATTLE OF THE
ARTISTS: WINNER GETS THE JOB! SIX DAYS, SIX VOTES!"

Isaac and Marisha look at each other. They narrow their eyes
and, after a beat, aggressively shake hands.

Susan claps from inside and drags out two sandwich boards.
She sets them up on each side of the door, facing each
other, and hands each artist a piece of chalk.

They get to work.

Isaac and Marisha draw quickly, looking at each other every
few seconds. Susan wheels out a large chalk board. On it are
both Isaac and Marisha’s names with a line under each and
blank space underneath. At the top is written "DAY ONE."

The artists finish and show each other their boards. On
Marisha’s is an extremely detailed drawing of Jabba the Hutt
made of coffee beans holding an over-sized mug, with blocky
text that reads "Java the Hutt’s Caff Palace."

Isaac’s shoulders fall in defeat. He wrote "I like big mugs
and I cannot lie" in flowing script next to a cartoonish,
but well-shaded, smiling coffee mug.

People walk by and Susan hands them a piece of chalk to cast
their vote. Isaac gets 3 votes. Marisha gets 5.

Isaac gets Marisha’s attention, points to the drawing,
smirks, and salutes her before heading home.

The voting board reads "DAY TWO." Isaac brings a second
small chalkboard to work and sets it down next to the first.
Marisha watches him and kicks a rock in frustration. The two
begin drawing, Marisha occasionally looking up at Isaac.
Isaac remains focused.
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Susan steps outside, looks at the two, hands Marisha a red
piece of chalk, gives her a thumbs up, and slowly closes the
door. A small crowd forms.

The artists finish drawing, step back from their boards,
dust off their hands, and immediately look at each other’s
boards.

Marisha has drawn an incredibly accurate William Shakespeare
holding a mug with a bright red rose in it. Isaac’s board
bears a drawing of George Washington crossing the Delaware
in a coffee cup.

Isaac gets 10 votes. Marisha gets 7. Isaac puts his hand
out, but Marisha puts two fingers to her eyes, points them
at Isaac, and leaves.

The voting board reads "DAY THREE." Isaac is already drawing
when Marisha brings a large wheeled chalk board with her.
Isaac looks over and snaps his chalk in half.

The crowd has grown from a handful of people to a few dozen.
An ISAAC FANBOY, 18, with short blonde hair and dressed
similarly to Isaac, bites his nails as he watches. A MARISHA
FANGIRL, 18, with long dark hair and dressed similarly to
Marisha, elbows him and smirks. The fanboy scowls at her.

INT. BLUE CAFE - DAY

A large group of people watch and cheer as Isaac and Marisha
draw on their respective large wheeled chalkboards, smaller
boards, and even the sidewalk. An ANGRY CUSTOMER, mid-40’s,
dressed in a business suit and holding a briefcase, waits at
the counter.

Susan stands at the window, watching Marisha draw. The angry
customer rings the bell. Susan doesn’t notice. He rings it
again. And again. And continues ringing it.

Susan finally notices and rushes to the counter. The angry
customer glares at the artists.

EXT. BLUE CAFE - DAY

The voting board reads "DAY THREE." The ground and sandwich
boards are covered in elaborate chalk drawings. Isaac and
Marisha stand by their art as spectators cast their votes.
Isaac drew a city skyline made of espresso machines, and
Marisha drew an elaborate garden of lattes with flowers
drawn in the foam, some of them red.

Isaac gets 23 votes. Marisha gets 23 as well. They glare at
each other before walking away in opposite directions.
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The crowd splits and leaves. Two people remain. Isaac’s
fanboy now sports poorly dyed blue hair three shades too
light. Marisha’s fangirl has too much paint splattered on
her too-big overalls. They stare at the board in disbelief.

EXT. STREET - DAY

Isaac crosses the street to see Marisha waiting on the other
side. She wrings her hands until she sees Isaac. She stills,
then motions him over with a worried frown.

They walk to the cafe together in silence. They arrive to
see Susan dusting off her hands and staring at the chalk art
from the day before. She sees them approaching and tries to
stop them, but Isaac pushes around her and freezes.

Harsh red lines now adorn Isaac’s drawing, ruining it
completely. His posture falls when he sees it. Marisha puts
her hand on his shoulder, but he shrugs it off.

Marisha’s drawing has bright blue chalk lines covering the
red of the flowers and angry blue scribbles all over it.

Isaac looks at the red chalk peeking out of Marisha’s
pocket. She eyes his blue hair. Susan stands between the
two, nervously glancing back and forth.

The angry customer arrives and Susan rushes inside. He stops
to look at the vandalized art, scoffs, and goes inside.

The sound of the door bell JINGLING startles the artists
into action. They stare at each other for a moment before
moving to erase their art. Marisha writes "DAY FOUR" on the
voting board and erases yesterday’s votes.

INT. BLUE CAFE - DAY

The artists finish drawing and enter the cafe, ignoring the
large crowd gathered around them. Isaac got 25 votes.
Marisha got 30. They sit on opposite sides of the cafe,
their backs toward each other.

Isaac pulls out his phone and looks at apartment ads. The
angry customer gets up, eyes them both, and leaves.

The fanboy and fangirl enter the cafe and look around,
passing the angry customer on his way out. The customer
bumps into the fangirl’s shoulder when she isn’t looking.
She turns and shoves the fanboy. He catches himself on a
chair, whirls around, and looks at her incredulously. She
shrugs.
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They sit in the middle of the artists, cautiously glancing
at them every few seconds. They get up and approach their
respective artists.

The fanboy holds out a ratty old sketchbook for Isaac to
sign. Isaac barely looks at him as he takes it. The fanboy
hands him a blue pen and Isaac signs his name. He watches
the fanboy leave the cafe.

The fangirl hefts a brand new art portfolio onto Marisha’s
table and holds out a red marker. Marisha eyes her
suspiciously, signs the portfolio, and watches her follow
the fanboy out.

Isaac and Marisha lock eyes. They look at Susan, who fixes
them with a worried stare. They look out the window, at each
other again, nod, and meet in the middle of the cafe. Isaac
pulls out his sketchbook and Marisha grabs a pen.

They begin to plan.

EXT. BLUE CAFE - NIGHT

Isaac and Marisha kneel behind a group of three large
recycling bins. Isaac is wearing a black shirt, black
jacket, and a black beanie. Marisha is wearing black
overalls.

Isaac opens his mouth to say something and Marisha slaps her
hand over it. He slaps her hand away and she slaps his arm.
This dissolves into a childish slap fight.

The fight is broken up by the WHUMP of Isaac’s foot slamming
into a bin. The two freeze. They hear running feet.

They pop out from behind the bins and see a mysterious
VANDAL, dressed in all black and cloaked by the night,
running around a corner a block away. Isaac kicks a bin and
they both wince at the loud WHUMP. Marisha slaps his arm.

They approach the art to find one line of blue drawn through
Marisha’s drawing of the Spice Girls with chai lattes. They
glance at each other and Marisha walks away, stepping on
Isaac’s drawing of a milk-moustached Mount Rushmore.

Isaac writes "DAY FIVE" on the voting board. He erases the
votes. Isaac had 27. Marisha had 34.

The next night, Isaac and Marisha split up and crouch behind
bins on opposite sides of the cafe front. They sit in
silence for a while. Marisha draws red swirls on the
sidewalk until she hears a bird noise.
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She peers out and sees Isaac pointing down the street at the
vandal. The vandal approaches Isaac’s drawings and pulls out
a red piece of chalk.

Isaac jumps out from behind his bin, frightening the vandal,
who throws the bin into Isaac and bolts. Marisha drops her
chalk and rushes over to Isaac. He tries to push her away
and gestures for her to run after the vandal, but she slaps
his hands down and pulls him to his feet.

Isaac is cradling his left arm. He composes himself, glares
at Marisha, and stalks off.

Marisha writes "DAY SIX" on the voting board. She erases the
votes. Isaac had 32 votes. Marisha had 30.

EXT. BLUE CAFE - DAY

A sign on the window reads "BATTLE OF THE ARTISTS: FINAL
DAY! THE TIE BREAKER!"

Isaac arrives, his left arm in a brace, and finds a red
piece of chalk on the ground by his art. He looks around.
Seeing no one, he pockets it.

Marisha arrives and starts to erase last night’s art. Isaac
watches her for a moment and does the same.

The fanboy and girl arrive and watch the artists work. Isaac
notices them and gets Marisha’s attention. He points at
them, and the artists stare them down. The two look at the
artists, then at each other, afraid, and go inside the cafe.

Isaac and Marisha glance at each other with suspicion and
continue drawing. Marisha reaches into her pocket, frowns,
and pats her other pockets. Isaac notices and pulls out the
red piece of chalk. They lock eyes.

Isaac tosses it at her. She drops it and it cracks in two on
the ground. She frowns and continues drawing with the broken
chalk. A crowd begins to gather as they work.

Marisha finishes drawing and leaves. Isaac sees one half of
the red chalk still on the ground. He hesitates, pockets it,
finishes drawing, and follows Marisha. The crows begins to
cast their votes.

He watches her round a corner and follows. He whistles at
her. She pauses and turns to face him. He holds out the red
chalk.

She hesitates, then approaches him and takes it. She puts a
hand on his shoulder, nods, and leaves. Isaac smiles.
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EXT. BLUE CAFE - NIGHT

Isaac and Marisha crouch behind the same bins as before,
each holding holding one end of a tripwire. Isaac is holding
on with just his right arm.

The vandal approaches and starts to draw devil horns on
Isaac’s sidewalk mural of a man with his arms held over his
head and another man behind him holding a coffee mug to his
back.

Isaac nods at Marisha, Marisha nods at Isaac. They pull the
wire tight. Isaac whistles and the vandal takes off into the
night. Before they can get far, they trip over the wire.

Isaac loses his grip as the vandal falls. Isaac leaps up and
tackles the vandal to the ground. Marisha runs up behind
them, taking out her phone to use as a flashlight.

Marisha pulls the vandal to their feet, hands the flashlight
to Isaac, and pulls their ski mask off, revealing Marisha’s
fangirl, who looks exactly like Marisha.

Marisha backs away and gapes at her. Isaac shakes his head
in disbelief. The fangirl looks between the two and begins
to cry.

Isaac tries to calm her down when another DARK FIGURE, clad
in all black, approaches the trio from around a corner. They
remove their mask, revealing Susan.

She holds her hands up in surrender. The fangirl takes one
piece of red chalk from her pocket and throws it at Susan.
She looks at Marisha, guilty, and runs off.

Susan picks up the chalk. She rests her face in her palm and
sighs.

Isaac glares at Susan, grabs Marisha’s hand, and turns to
walk away. Susan whistles after them. Isaac turns and sees
her holding up a check.

Isaac hesitates. He looks at Marisha, who tugs his hand,
frowning. He looks at Susan, who waves the check and the
chalk at him.

After a moment, he releases Marisha’s hand and takes the
chalk and check. Marisha walks away, stunned.
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EXT. BLUE CAFE - DAY

A sign on the window reads "ISAAC WINS! WELCOME TO BLUE! THE
WINNER BY A VOTE OF TWO!"

Susan stands outside admiring the sandwich board. On it is a
drawing of Captain America using his red and blue shield as
a saucer for a cappuccino.

Isaac is inside making coffee for the angry customer. His
sketchbook lies on the counter. His shoulders are slumped
and he does not look up as he hands the man his order.

The door bell jingles and the fanboy enters the cafe. He
reaches the counter and Isaac looks up. Isaac glares at him.
The fanboy freezes and slowly backs out, then runs down the
street.

Isaac takes his sketchbook and puts it behind the counter.

INT. APARTMENT HALLWAY - DAY

Weeks later, Isaac lugs a cardboard box full of knick-knacks
up to his new apartment. As he opens the door, he hears his
new neighbor’s door open.

Isaac turns to say hello and drops his keys. Marisha looks
at him from her doorway, overalls stained with paint and
eyes wide with surprise. Isaac, shell-shocked, waves.

She glares at him and slams her door. Isaac puts his box
inside, grabs a piece of blue chalk and draws a coffee mug
with "I’m sorry" written in the steam on her door. He takes
a longing look at the drawing, sighs, and goes back inside
his new apartment, closing the door gently.

Marisha opens her door, sees the art, and ducks back inside.
She comes back out, draws a red heart on the mug, winks at
the camera, and closes her door.

FADE OUT.
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